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Introduction

Extant research has documented the large and growing cash holdings of US publicly

traded firms. Duchin (2010) points out that as of fiscal year 2006, nonfinancial and nonutility firms

in the Compustat universe had aggregate cash holdings of over 1.7 trillion dollars or 9.2% of the

total market value of their equity. The growth of cash holdings is equally remarkable. Bates, Kahle,

and Stulz (2009) show that the average ratio of cash to assets of listed U.S. industrial firms has

increased from 10.5% in 1980 to 23.2% in 2006. In addition, since the 2007 financial crisis, when

liquidity dried up and firms scrambled to avoid a cash squeeze, corporate cash balances have

grown even faster. According to a recent Fitch Ratings’ report on corporate cash holdings 2, the

median industrial U.S. corporate cash balances have increased by 60% to 80% since the end of

2007.

This spectacular increase in US cash holdings have attracted the attention of both

academics and Finance practitioners who have tried to understand what has been the driving

force behind this change. In this paper, we use a large sample of more than 21,000 international

firms from 17 countries for the period from 1998 to 2013 to study the effect of corporate

governance and the cross-divisional transfers in the internal capital markets of diversified firms

as well as the effect of product market competition on the way diversification affects corporate

cash holdings. Using Duchin’s (2010) measure of diversification that accounts for the cross-

divisional correlations in investment opportunities and the correlations between divisional

investment opportunities and cash flows, we document a significant but much smaller

diversification effect on cash than the effect previously documented for US firms. A one-standard

deviation increase in the inter-segment correlation in investment opportunities (i.e. reduction in

diversification) corresponds to an increase of 0.14% in average cash holdings. In contrast, Duchin

(2010) reports a much larger effect for the US publicly traded firms. In his sample, an increase of

one standard deviation in the cross-divisional correlation in investment opportunities leads to an

increase of 4.4% (9.1%) in the cash holdings of the average (median) firm.

We search for an explanation of this weak result and consider both cross-country and

cross-firm variation in the relationship between cash holdings and diversification. For our first set

of results, we hypothesize that for firms in countries with low corporate governance provisions

2 See the press release on May 8, 2013 via Reuters http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/05/08/ny-fitch-
ratings-idUSnBw085883a+100+BSW20130508.
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and less developed capital markets, the diversification effect on cash holdings is weak. On the

other hand, similar to the evidence for US firms, diversified firms in countries with developed

capital markets and strong corporate governance will hold less cash than their standalone

counterparts.

Our second set of results considers the effect of product market competition on the

relationship between corporate diversification and cash holdings. We hypothesize that firms in

countries with high import penetration as well as firms with business segments operating in highly

competitive industries will hold significantly larger cash balances than standalone firms.

We test how this diversification effect is influenced by country and firm level factors that

proxy for the efficiency of internal capital allocation of diversified firms, the easy of raising

external finance, corporate governance and product market competition. We find evidence to

support the hypothesis that inefficient allocation and management entrenchment weakens the

effect of diversification on cash holdings. The strongest result, however, is for the interaction of

diversification with country- and firm-level measures of product market competition. We use

import penetration to measure country-level competition and price-cost margin and Herfindahl –

Hirschman index to measure competition at the firm level. Import penetration has a significant

impact on the diversification effect on cash. With an average import penetration of 27.77%, a one

standard-deviation increase in the correlation in investment opportunity corresponds to an

increase of 0.05% in average cash holdings as a percentage of total assets, representing an 83.31%

reduction in the diversification effect on cash due to strong import competition. In countries

where firms face a lot of foreign competitions, firms’ cash policies are less sensitive to the benefits

of diversification that arise from the low correlations in investment opportunities and cash flows.

At the firm and industry-level, we find the diversification effect is stronger for firms with more

segments that operate in high profit-margin markets. These diversified firms hold significantly

more cash than standalone firms, i.e. for these firms competition reverses the effect of

diversification on cash holdings.

Our results also lend support to the hypothesis that in countries with well-developed

capital markets firms build cash by security issuances, and that the accessibility of external

financing allows firms to fine-tune cash management. Our results show that diversified firms hold

less cash only when their countries’ capital market development index is above the cross-country
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average. Taking together, these results suggest that external financing constraints also weaken

the documented diversification effect on cash holdings.

Our paper broadens the cash holdings and corporate diversification literature along

several dimensions. Previous studies have argued that diversified firms naturally have less cash as

they have used up their cash reserves in previous acquisitions. Other studies have suggested that

diversified firms are larger, and economies of scale allow them to hold less liquid assets. Duchin

(2010), on the other hand, shows that diversified firms have lower cash balances relative to their

standalone counterparts, because they enjoy the benefit of coinsurance. Firms hold precautionary

cash so that they will not miss out on profitable future investment opportunities. The imperfect

correlations in investment opportunity and cash flow between divisions reduce diversified firms’

exposures to risk, smooths and reduces the uncertainty in firms’ overall investment opportunities

and cash flow, and therefore reduces the amount of precautionary cash firms need to hold in

reserves.

Our results show that among diversified firms, there is still a wide variation in the ratio of

cash balances to total assets. Not all diversified firms hold less cash than standalone firms. For our

sample of international firms, the average cash to assets ratio is 18.89% for focused firms, and

14.82% for diversified firms (with a standard deviation of 14.92% for diversified firms). Figure 1

plots the annual cash holdings for three sample firms that have a very different pattern for their

ratio of cash balances to total assets during the sample period 1998 to 2013. All three firms report

three operating segments but the graph shows that the cash balances of these firms are very

different. For example, DuPont’s cash balances (the dashed line) are similar to those of an average

diversified firm in our sample. Cisco system’s cash balances (the solid line) display an increasing

trend during the sample period; however, the absolute level of cash is high and above many

focused firms. Finally, World Wrestling Entertainment’s cash balances (the dotted line) are also

very high, but decreasing over the years.

[Figure 1]

Despite the fact that these results are simple univariate statistics, the examples suggest

that not all diversified firms are well positioned to capitalize on the potential benefit of

diversification in terms of smoothing divisional cash flows and investments. The literature has

identified several channels that might weaken or reduce these benefits. Inefficient internal capital
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allocation (Shin and Stulz (1998), Rajan et al. (2000)) where divisional managers with strong

bargaining power expropriate resources from high profitability divisions and overinvest in low

productivity divisions, could weaken the benefits of diversification. Additionally, the need for

precautionary cash may arise for reasons other than funding potential projects, e.g. empire

building and other managerial private benefits of control.

Finally, Fresard (2010) identifies a strategic role of cash holdings and shows that large

cash reserves can allow firms to gain market share at the expense of their rivals. This means that

cash rich firms can finance competitive choices in the product markets, and firms’ competitive

outcomes depend not only on their own cash reserves but also on their rivals’. In turn, Hoberg et

al. (2014) show that product market competition influence firms’ financial policies. Threats from

rivals (measured by product market “fluidity”) decrease firms’ payouts and increase their cash

holdings. Firms may build up cash reserves to fend off predatory behaviors and potential threats

from product market rivalries. When competition, or perceived competition, is so severe, it may

dominate firms’ choices regarding financial policies, and reverse the diversification effects on cash

balances. Previous studies have not considered the effect that production market competition

may have on the interaction between diversification and cash holdings. Our results provide a

strong support for such a channel of interaction.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an outline of the

relevant literature. Section III describes the sample data and presents some summary statistics.

Section IV discusses the methodology we use in this paper. Section V discusses the empirical

results. Section VI concludes and considers some implications and extensions.

II. Literature Review

The theoretical models for corporate cash holdings state that firms' optimal cash balances

are determined by the trade-off between the marginal costs and benefits of holding liquid assets.

The costs of holding cash include opportunity costs of idle capital and agency costs associated

with managerial discretion, whereas the benefits of holding cash include avoiding unnecessary

transactions and alleviating information asymmetry and agency costs associated with costly

external capital.
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Kim et al. (1998) model the trade-off between the benefit of minimizing the need for

costly external financing and the low return on liquid assets. They find that corporate liquidity is

increasing in external financing costs, the variance of future cash flows and the return on

investment opportunities, and is decreasing in the return differential between the firm’s liquid

and non-liquid assets. Opler et al. (1999) examine the relationship between firms’ holdings of

liquid assets and a wide array of variables. In particular, they find that firms with better

investment opportunities and riskier cash flows hold more cash, whereas firms with greater

access to external capital markets and ability to raise funds through asset sales or dividends cuts

hold less cash. Their results support the trade-off model of cash holdings, as opposed to the

financing hierarchy theory, which states that cash holdings rise and fall with firms’ internal

resources and productivity. Archarya et al. (2007) consider cash and debt from a hedging

perspective. A firm has high hedging needs when the correlation between cash flows and

investment opportunities is low (i.e. when the “financing gap” is likely to be large), and will

therefore prefer to hold more cash. In contrast, if the firm’s investment opportunities tend to

arrive when cash flow is high, the firm has low hedging needs and will benefit less from holding

cash.

Jensen (1986) argues that the agency problems associated with the decision of how to

use internally available funds are especially severe for companies that generate substantial free

cash flows. Managers have incentives to hoard cash or invest sub-optimally in order to maximize

their private benefits instead of returning excessive cash to shareholders. Although some studies

find no support to the agency-cost motive for cash holdings (Opler et al. (1999), Mikkelson and

Partch (2003)), Dittmar et al. (2003) argue that when good corporate governance and shareholder

protection are in place, shareholders can force managers to disgorge excess cash balances. They

compare publicly traded companies from countries with different level of shareholder’s

protection and find that firms in countries with poor governance hold much more cash than firms

in countries with strong shareholder protection and good corporate governance.

However at firm-level, the evidence is mixed. Harford et al. (2008) find that U.S. firms with

weaker shareholder rights and lower insider ownership have lower cash reserves, while Kato et

al. (2013) find that in Japan improved governance is related to decrease in excess cash and

increase in payout. In that respect, Harford et al. suggest that the differences imply that country-

level enforcing of shareholder rights is more important than firm-level determinants. Another
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possible interpretation is that corporate governance does not directly affect the level of cash

holdings, but rather the interaction depends on how managers allocate resources within the firm.

For example, managers may choose to build up cash reserves and wait for productive investment

opportunities (which increases cash holdings), or invest in sub-optimal projects (which decreases

cash holdings). More research is required to support or refute this interpretation.

Previous studies (see Subramaniam et al, 2011) have also argued that corporate

diversification could significantly affect the optimal cash holdings given that there are different

agency costs and financing needs associated with diversified and standalone firms. The growth

opportunities of diversified firms are likely to be imperfectly correlated (Lamont, 1997, Shin and

Stulz, 1998; Khanna and Tice, 2001). A diversified firm should need less cash to meet its

investment demand than a focused firm at any given point in time. Similarly, a diversified firm

could cross finance one segment's investment projects with another segment's cash holdings. In

short, diversified firms benefit from the availability of internal capital markets which reduces the

marginal benefits of holding liquid assets.

This argument is connected to another strand in the cash holdings literature. Harford et

al. (2003), Haushalter et al. (2007), Acharya et al. (2007) and Denis and Sibilkov (2010) all argue

that cash acts as a hedge for firms against financing and predation risk, especially in economic

downturns. Similarly, Hoberg et al. (2014) and Morellec et al. (2013) show that product market

competitions and threats decrease firm’s payout to shareholders and increase corporate cash

holdings. Hoberg et al. (2014) develop a measure, product fluidity, to capture the threats a firm

faces from changes in its rivals’ products. 3 The relations between cash holdings and firm structure

or competitions tend to be stronger for firms with greater financial constraints. This further

supports the conventional wisdom that accessibility to capital markets is a key determinant of

corporate liquidity. Fresard (2010) shows that large cash reserves lead to subsequent growths in

product market shares. There are several channels how these effects manifest: aggressive pricing

by the firm that challenges rivals’ performances, competitive operational choices by the firm

3  Other measures of predation risk include product similarity and interdependence of investment
opportunities. Chi and Su (2013) use these proxies and find that predation risk raises the marginal value of
cash holdings. Alimov (2014) also identifies cash as the channel through which competition influences firm
value.
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along the value chain, and signalling of possible aggressive behavior that may distort the choices

of existing and potential competitors.

Diversified firms are also more likely to sell their assets to raise funds than focused firms.

Shleifer and Vishny (1992) argue that firms should have lower borrowing costs if they have more

assets that can be cheaply and easily converted into cash. Subramaniam et al, (2011) points out

that because diversified firms are on average three times the size of focused firms, and they have

assets from non-core segments, these firms are more likely to raise funds by selling assets from

non-core segments, than focused firms. This again reduces the marginal benefit of holding cash,

which is a source of internal capital that does not incur the information asymmetry related costs

associated with external financing.

While corporate diversification provides benefits, it can also give rise to severe agency

costs. Rajan et al. (2000) show that diversified firms may face more severe agency problems that

arise from segment-managers' propensity to lobby for firm-wide resources. Segments with more

influence in the firm will garner more resources, which could potentially lead to an over-

investment problem and other dead-weight costs. As a result, the marginal costs of holding cash

and liquid assets associated with these agency costs are higher for diversified firms than for

focused firms. The next section discusses our sample data, some summary statistics and how we

measure corporate diversification.

III. Sample Data and Summary Statistics

Sample Data

Our initial sample is formed by searching the universe of publicly traded firms in the

Worldscope database of Thomson ONE for the list of the 39 countries that constitute the Equity

Market Development Index by McLean and Zhao (2014)4. For each country, we collect annual

firm-level accounting data for our sample firms from DataStream and annual financial data by

business segment from the Worldscope for each 4-digit SIC code business segment. We apply the

commonly used criteria to filter the sample. We exclude financial (primary SIC between 6000 and

6999) and utility (primary SIC between 4900 and 4999) companies. Following Duchin (2010), we

4 We use the index to measure each country’s capital market devilment.
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do not exclude a multi-segment company with a financial division, if the financial division is not

the primary business segment. We eliminate observations for which cash holdings (cash and

short-term investment) is missing or cash holdings exceeds total assets. Observations with missing

segment SIC codes are also excluded from the sample. For the purposes of our analysis, we

identify business segments at the 2-digit SIC code level 5. Diversified firms are those with two or

more distinct 2-digit SIC code business segments. 6 Focused firms are those with only one such

segment. Finally, we remove all firms in countries for which there are less than 200 firms, or the

number of focused firms is below 10% of all active firms in that country. Our final sample consists

of 21,108 companies from 17 countries for the period from 1998 to 2013.

[Table 1]

Table 1 presents the distribution of firms by country and reports some country-level

characteristics for our sample. The percentage of diversified firms for all countries is 30.72% but

there is a substantial cross-country variation. Majority of the companies in Canada and the U.S.

are focused, with only 5.71% and 17.73% of firms in the diversified category respectively, whereas

in Asian countries the numbers of diversified and focused firms are more or less similar. For

example, 58.52% of Singaporean companies and 53.44% of Japanese companies in the sample are

diversified. A significant portion of the sample consists of multinational firms. We define a firm as

multinational if it has reported foreign sales in any of the years during our sample period 7.

European countries have relatively low percentage of diversified firm, but they host more

multinationals than average. For example, 73.47% of French firms and 66.67% of British firms

reported foreign sales. In comparison, Japan has a large number of diversified firms, but relatively

less multinationals.

The table also reports a country’s legal origin and shareholder rights measured by La Porta

et al. (1998), the equity and the debt market development by McLean and Zhao (2014) and import

penetration rates. We use import penetration (the value of import over the sum of import and

domestic production) to measure the impact of import completion on a country’s domestic firms 8.

5 A more refined identification of business segment will reduce significantly the number of observations in
both the focused and diversified groups.
6 We define a segment as non-operating if the segment SIC code is 9999. (See Glaser and Muller, 2010)
7 This definition is used by Pinkowitz, Stulz, and Williamson, 2012.
8 Imports and domestic production data are from Datastream and the World Bank.
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Our sample includes both countries with high and low import penetration rates. Singapore and

Hong Kong are examples of countries with a high percentage of multinationals as well as high

import penetration rates. Other countries, for example, France and Germany have a high

percentage of multinationals but a low import penetration rate. Finally, countries like India have

both a small percentage of multinationals and a low import penetration rate.

[Table 2]

Table 2 presents some accounting variables for our sample firms. The variable definitions

are included in Appendix A1. To avoid potential problems with outliers, we trim all variables at

the 1st and 99th percentiles of their distributions. Table 2 suggests that there is considerable

variations in firm characteristics. The mean (median) ratio of cash holdings to total assets is 17.35%

(10.48%). Diversified firms, however, on average have a lower cash to assets ratio (14.82%) than

focused firms (18.89%). In addition, there is considerable cross-country variation in cash holdings

as shown in Appendix A29. This suggests that there are dimensions beyond diversification that

potentially influence corporate liquidity.

Table 2 also shows the large variation and significant differences between diversified and

focused firms with respect to other firm characteristics. The mean Tobin’s Q is 1.6 for the whole

sample but diversified firms have a smaller Q measure than focused firms. In terms of external

financing, diversified firms on average acquire less new financing; they have less net debt and

equity issuance, distribute larger payouts in the forms of dividend and share repurchase, and have

less capital expenditures. The mean EBITDA is 5.57% of total assets for diversified firms, and -2.39%

for focused firms, Similarly, the mean operating cash flow is 3.71% of total assets for diversified

firms, and -6.17% for focused firms. Table A2 suggests that the negative EBITDA and cash flows

for focused firms are driven by a few observations in countries including Australia, Canada, U.K.

and the U.S. Looking at the data more carefully, there are extreme negative earnings and cash

9 Indonesian firms have the lowest cash as a percentage of total assets (7.35%), while cash held by
American firms (24.56%) is triple that amount. Comparing diversified and focused firms, for some
countries (for example, Australia, Canada, the U.S.) diversified firms hold much less cash than focused
firms; for other countries (Indonesia, Korea, Sweden) cash holdings are similar for both diversified and
focused firms; and for the rest of our sample countries (India, Korea, Turkey) diversified firms hold more
cash than focused firms.
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flows concentrated in mining (SIC 10 – 14), manufacturing (SIC 20 – 39), and services (SIC 70 – 89)

industries.

Measuring Corporate Diversification

To study the relation between diversification, and cash holdings, we follow Duchin (2010)

and construct direct measures of volatility and cross-divisional correlation in investment

opportunity and cash flow10. The building blocks of the analysis are annual averages of investment

opportunity (Tobin’s Q) and cash flow across all standalone firms in each 2-digit SIC code industry,

applied as indirect measures of divisional investment opportunity and cash flow 11. The average

number of segments for diversified firms in our sample is less than 3. The majority of the

diversified firms operate in two industries classified by the 2-digit SIC code, although the

maximum number of segments is 8 during the sample period.

Multi-segment firms may enjoy a cross-segment diversifying effect because the

investment opportunities and cash flows of the segments are not perfectly correlated among

segments. Consequently, diversified firms are positioned to have smoother investment

opportunities and cash flows than focused firms. The diversifying effect is measured by Tobin’s Q

correlation and Cash flow correlation, which are reductions12 in a firm’s Tobin’s Q volatility and

cash flow volatility due to lower than one pair-wise correlations between segments. From Table

A3 in the Appendix, the Q volatility (cash flow volatility) of an average diversified firm is 0.0095

(0.0031 or 0.31% of total assets) less than a portfolio of the average stand-alone firms from the

matching industries.

10 There are some minor differences. Duchin (2010) estimates volatilities over a 10-year window, with a
minimum 5 non-missing data within the window. In this paper, we use a 5-year window, with a minimum
requirement of 3 non-missing observations within the 5-year window.
Duchin (2010) and Rajan et al. (2000) use 3-digit SIC to define segments. We use 2-digit SIC in this paper.
The 2-digit SIC provides sufficient differentiation among industries for cross-divisional analysis. Meanwhile,
the classification is not overly fine such that there may be too few firms in a particular industry for a
particular country.
11 While the use of average industry-standalone companies to proxy for the investment opportunities of
conglomerate divisions has been criticized by previous studies (e.g., Campa and Kedia (2002) and
Villalonga (2004a)), we do not have direct measures of investment opportunities at the division level.
12 The values of Q correlation and cash flow correlation are negative for diversified firms and zero for
focused firms by definition. A smaller (more negative) value represents larger diversifying effect.
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Acharya et al. (2007) study the hedging motives of cash that can be used to transfer

resources across time to low cash flow states and fund future investment opportunities. They

suggest that with high “hedging needs” – low correlation between investment opportunities and

cash flows – financially constrained firms prefer saving cash; with low “hedging needs” firms

benefit more from debt reduction. 13 In Table 2, the mean of the correlation between Tobin’s Q

and cash flow is 0.2782; the standard deviation is 0.4884. A median firm has a Q-cash flow

correlation of 0.3128. Interestingly, diversified firms in our sample have larger “financing gaps”

than focused firms on average. Diversified firms also have much less volatile cash flows than

focused firms. The volatility of firm-level operating cash flow is 6.48% of total assets for diversified

firms on average; the number is 12.47% for focused firms.

To study the effect of cross-divisional transfers and the efficiency of internal capital

markets, we construct measures of relative and absolute value added from divisional transfers

following Rajan et al (2000). This is related to the theory of internal capital markets (see

Maksimovic and Phillips (2007) for a review) as a motive for diversification – a segment’s cash

flows can be used to fund investment in other segments of the firm. If cash cannot be transferred

from one segment in abundance to another segment in need, then the diversified firm would

simply be a collection of stand-alone firms, rather than one functional entity, and would not hold

less cash. So in order for multi-segment firms to hold less cash than stand-alone firms, the firms

need to be able to allocate resources efficiently among segments. We use the measures of the

efficiency of allocation developed by Rajan et al. (2000) to account for this matter. In Table 2, the

absolute value added by allocation compares diversified and focused firms, while the relative

value added by allocation additionally includes the comparison of one segment and other

segments of the firm. The mean of the relative value added by cross-segment allocation is -0.03%

of total assets for diversified firms in our sample, while the absolute value added is -0.35%.

Appendix A3 reports the cross-segment diversification and allocation by country. Looking

at the panel for diversified firm only, Israeli firms have below average Q and cash flow

diversification and Q-cash flow correlation, and above average allocation efficiency; their cash

holdings rank the second highest among all countries in the sample.

13 Duchin (2010) refers to the “hedging needs” or the correlation between Q and cash flow as the “financing
gaps”.
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IV. Methodology

We first test if the diversification effect studied by Duchin (2010) is robust for our sample

of international firms. Our Hypothesis 1 states that diversified firms hold less cash than focused

firms. This is because the imperfectly correlated investment opportunities and cash flows from

multiple segments smooth the across-time variations in the firm’s funding needs and internal

supply of funds. The diversification reduces the firm’s anticipated probability of underinvestment

due to financing shortfall, thus reduces the firm’s need for holding precautionary cash. Multi-

segments firms may enjoy a diversification effect on cash savings and hold less liquid assets.

݈݄݊݅݀ ݄ݏܽܿ ݃,௧ = ߙ + ,௧݊݅ݐ݈ܽ݁ݎݎଵܳܿߚ + ,௧݊݅ݐ݈ܽ݁ݎݎܿܨܥଶߚ + ,௧ݏ݈ݎݐ݊ଵܿߛ +

ݎܽ݁ݕଶߛ ݕ݉݉ݑ݀ + ݕݎݐ݊ݑଷܿߛ ݕ݉݉ݑ݀ + ,௧ (1)ߝ

Qcorrelation measures investment opportunity diversifications of multi-segment firms.

Consider a firm as a portfolio of various components; each operating segment of the firm is a

component of the portfolio. The Q-volatility of the portfolio is less than the weighted-sum of

component volatilities due to imperfect cross-segment correlations. Qcorrelation is the difference

between firm volatility considering actual inter-segment correlation and firm volatility assuming

perfect inter-segment correlation of 1. 14 It measures the correlation effect and the degree of

diversification in investment opportunity. The measure is zero for focused firms and negative for

multi-segment firms; as it becomes more negative, the level of diversification is stronger. Similar

interpretation applies to CFcorrelation on the diversification in cash flow.

Control variables include other factors identified by the literature that influence cash

holdings, such as the firm’s hedging needs measured by the correlation between cash flow and

investment opportunity, number of operating segments, firm size measured by total assets, level

of operating cash flow and cash flow volatility, Tobin’s Q, net working capital, and industry Q and

cash flow volatilities. Firm, year- and country- fixed effects are also included.

Hypothesis 1, however, implicitly assumes that a central management body controls the

firm’s assets and makes efficient operational and financial decisions for the firm including

allocating capital to segments with the most productive investment opportunities. However, this

may not always be the case. Shin and Stulz (1998) show that cash flows do not always go to the

14 The calculations follow equation (7) and (8) in Duchin (2010).
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segment with the best investment opportunity. The inefficient capital allocation may be a result

of “power-seeking” and negotiating ability of divisional managers. Rajan et al. (2000) use multi-

segment firm data to study economic decisions inside a divisional hierarchy. They show that there

is misallocation of internal capital by diversified firms and the misallocation is greater when the

diversity (differences in resources and investment opportunities) across segments is greater.

Our Hypothesis 2 states that diversified firms with efficient inter-segment allocation have

a stronger diversification effect, i.e. lower cash holdings; with inefficient allocations, diversified

firms may not always hold less cash than focused firms.

݈݄݊݅݀ ݄ݏܽܿ ݃,௧ = ߙ + ,௧݊݅ݐ݈ܽ݁ݎݎଵܳܿߚ + ,௧݊݅ݐ݈ܽ݁ݎݎܿܨܥଶߚ + ,௧ܣܧଷߚ +

݊݅ݐ݈ܽ݁ݎݎସܳܿߚ × ,௧ܣܧ + ݊݅ݐ݈ܽ݁ݎݎܿܨܥହߚ × ,௧ܣܧ + ,௧ݏ݈ݎݐ݊ଵܿߛ +

ݎܽ݁ݕଶߛ ݕ݉݉ݑ݀ + ݕݎݐ݊ݑଷܿߛ ݕ݉݉ݑ݀ + ,௧  (2)ߝ

where the efficiency of allocation (EoA) measures are the proxies developed by Rajan et al.

(2000)15. The proxy measures the overall market value consequences of the firm’s internal capital

re-allocation policy. As EoA becomes larger, the firm’s inter-segment allocation is considered

more efficient. The measure is zero for focused firms. The rest of the control variables in equation

(2) are the same as in equation (1).

Agency problem is a constant and ubiquitous theme in corporate finance literature.

Previous studies also point to the influence of corporate governance on cash holding. Some argue

that managers tend to hoard excess cash instead of distributing it to shareholders. For example,

Dittmar et al. (2003) find that firms in countries with poor shareholder protection hold much more

cash than firms in countries with good shareholder protection do. Kalcheva and Lins (2007) also

suggest that entrenched managers hold more cash, especially where country-level shareholder

protection is weak. Others (see, for example, Harford et al. (2008)) argue that weakly controlled

managers spend cash on acquisitions and capital expenditures; firms with weaker governance

hold less cash. The agency problem suggests that managers may not choose the action that is

optimal for shareholders. In some cases the action may be hoarding cash, while in other cases the

15 They are the “value added by allocation” defined by Rajan et al. (2000). The relative value added by
allocation is calculated from equation (18) in their paper, whereas the absolute value added is defined in
Table V of their paper.
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action may involve spending cash on sub-optimal projects. Corporate governance is not

necessarily associated with either higher or lower cash reserve. In this study, we are particularly

interested in the impact that governance has on the diversification effect on cash rather than its

impact on cash directly. We examine this issue with our third hypothesis.

Our hypothesis 3 states that less entrenched managers are more likely to make optimal

decisions; they engage in efficient cash management policy and allocate resources to segments

with better investment opportunities. Stronger governance structure helps ensure effective

decision-making at the firm-level and more efficient inter-segment allocation. Diversified firms

with stronger corporate governance have a stronger diversification effect.

݈݄݊݅݀ ݄ݏܽܿ ݃,௧ = ߙ + ,௧݊݅ݐ݈ܽ݁ݎݎଵܳܿߚ + ,௧݊݅ݐ݈ܽ݁ݎݎܿܨܥଶߚ + ,௧݁ܿ݊ܽ݊ݎ݁ݒଷ݃ߚ +

݊݅ݐ݈ܽ݁ݎݎସܳܿߚ × ,௧݁ܿ݊ܽ݊ݎ݁ݒ݃ + ݊݅ݐ݈ܽ݁ݎݎܿܨܥହߚ × ,௧݁ܿ݊ܽ݊ݎ݁ݒ݃ +

,௧ݏ݈ݎݐ݊ଵܿߛ + ݎܽ݁ݕଶߛ ݕ݉݉ݑ݀ + ݕݎݐ݊ݑଷܿߛ ݕ݉݉ݑ݀ + ,௧  (3)ߝ

In equation (3), governance is a dummy variable indicating whether a firm’s CEO is also a

board member of the firm. The board of directors of a firm has the objective of monitoring the

firm’s management to ensure that they serve the best interests of the shareholders. CEO duality

reduces board monitoring effectiveness and promotes management entrenchment (Finkelstein

and D’Aveni (1994)); (alternative measures: insider ownership, ownership by block-holders and

institutional investors). Other variables are the same as in equation (1).

V. Results and Discussions

Average cash holding by sorted groups

Our first set of empirical results comes from the comparing the average cash holdings of

diversified firms by sorted groups. In Panel A of Table 3, diversified firms are divided into three

groups by the level of diversification in investment opportunity or cash flow. The average cash

holding in firms with low level of diversification, or high inter-segment correlations, in investment

opportunity is 15.14% of total assets, while the average cash holdings is 14.38% in firms with high
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level of diversification. Similarly, the average cash holding in firms with low level of diversification

in cash flow is higher than in firms with high level of diversification.

[Table 3]

In Panel B of the table, diversified firms are divided into nine groups by the level of

diversification as well as the level of allocation efficiency. As expected, highly diversified firms

hold less cash. In addition, the differences in average cash holdings between the high and the low

diversification firms are smaller (more negative) for firms with high efficiency of allocation. For

example, the average cash holdings in firms highly diversified in investment opportunity minus

the average cash holdings in firms less diversified is 0.03% where the inter-segment allocation is

less efficient; the difference is -1.08% where the allocation is more efficient. It suggests that the

allocation efficiency strengthens the diversification effect on cash. Further, diversified firms only

hold less cash when they have efficient internal capital allocation.

In Panel C, diversified firms are divided into six groups by the level of diversification as well

as whether or not the CEO is also a board member of the firm, a proxy for management

entrenchment. For our sample, firms with entrenched managers hold more cash. For example,

among firms that are highly diversified in investment opportunity, the average cash holding is

11.35% of total assets for firms where the CEO is not a board member, while the average is 12.24%

for firms where the CEO is a board member; among firms that are less diversified in investment

opportunity, the average cash holding is 12.88% where the CEO is not a board member, and 14.04%

where the CEO is a board member. It appears that management entrenchment strengthens the

diversification effect on cash, in contrast with hypothesis 3. The difference in cash holdings

between the firms with high- and low- level of diversification in investment opportunity is -1.53%

where CEO is not a board member, and -1.80% where CEO is a board member.

Panel D sorts diversified firms into nine groups on the level of diversification and firm size.

On average, larger firms hold less cash. The differences in cash holdings between high- and low-

diversification firms are bigger (less negative) for larger firms. As larger firms tend to have less

financial constraints, our result is consistent with evidence provided by Duchin (2010) who

suggests that the diversification effect on cash concentrates in financially constrained firms.
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Regression analysis

In this section we estimate the effect of diversification in investment opportunity and cash

flow on cash holdings, controlling for other determinants known to affect corporate liquidity.

Table 4 reports estimates from our baseline regressions in hypothesis 1. Columns 1 and 2 are

pooled OLS regressions, and columns 3 and 4 are panel regressions with firm fixed effects. All

specifications are estimated with year dummy variables and robust standard errors clustered by

firm. A one-standard deviation increase in the correlation in investment opportunity corresponds

to an increase of 0.14% in average cash holdings (column 2); a one-standard deviation increase in

the correlation in cash flow corresponds to an increase of 0.11% in average cash holdings.

Although our estimates tend to underrate the diversification effect due to the fact that a large

portion of the sample is focused firms, the magnitudes of the effect are much lower than those

estimated by Duchin (2010). [international firms vs north American firms; 1998-2013 vs 1990-

2006]

[Table 4]

The table also indicates that diversification affects cash holdings mainly through investment

opportunity. The effect through investment opportunity is statistically significant at the 5% level;

however, the effect through cash flow is insignificant. It suggests that with the precautionary

motives of reserving cash, firms largely concern about their future demand of cash and pay less

attention to the funds they may be able to supply from internal sources. Additionally, cash flow

still affects cash holdings through the correlation between investment opportunity and cash flow

(the financing gap), as well as cash flow volatility. For example, a one-standard deviation decrease

in the correlation between investment opportunity and cash flow corresponds to an increase of

0.22% in average cash holdings.

We also note that the effect of the number of operating segments remains significant and

is not absorbed by the correlation measures. For our sample, the relation between company

structure and cash is beyond the cross-segment coinsurance, besides which, it is also possible that

multi-segment firms are holding less cash because they have spent it in expansions and

acquisitions. The effects of other control variables are as expected.

Next, we study the relation between the efficiency of inter-segment resource allocation

and the diversification effect on cash holdings. Previous studies suggest that there is financial
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interdependence between a firm’s segments and that firms utilize their internal capital markets

to make investments, albeit the capital allocation is not always efficient. 16 Observed from the

measured allocation efficiency for our sample, inter-segment allocation provides a positive overall

value effect for over 60%17 of the firm-years, and a negative value effect for less than 40% of the

firm-years. Our hypothesis 2 suggests that being able to efficiently allocate capital across

segments is a necessary condition for diversification to reduce cash holdings of multi-segment

firms. Companies with efficient inter-segment allocation enjoy the diversification effect on cash

holdings; with inefficient capital allocation, even firms well diversified in investment opportunity

and cash flow may not hold less cash than stand-alone firms. Table 5 presents evidence on this

from panel regressions.

[Table 5]

In columns 1 and 2, we measure allocation efficiency by absolute value added, whereas in

columns 3 and 4, we measure efficiency by relative value added. The coefficient for efficiency of

allocation is -0.0038 in both columns 2 and 4, indicating that firms with efficient internal capital

market activities hold less cash. However, the effects of the interaction terms between allocation

efficiency and correlations in investment opportunity and cash flow are weaker than expected.

One possible explanation is that as a firm’s segments become more efficient in sharing internal

resources, the marginal benefit of the coinsurance across segments is smaller, and the firm’s

choice for reserving cash is less sensitive to the diversification in its investment opportunity and

cash flow. For some firms the allocation efficiency is a binding condition in order for them to enjoy

the benefit of diversification and coinsurance, while for others allocation efficiency trivializes the

role of diversification.

Hypothesis 3 tests the relation between corporate governance and the diversification effect

on cash. In Table 6, governance is a dummy variable indicating whether the firm’s CEO is also a

member of the firm’s board. The coefficients of interest are the interaction terms between

governance and correlations of investment opportunity and cash flow. They all have negative sign,

which is as expected by our hypothesis. When the variable takes a value of one, indicating

management entrenchment, the overall effects of diversifications in investment opportunity and

16  See, for example, Lamont (1997), Shin and Stulz (1998), Scharfstein and Stein (2000), Ozbas and
Scharfstein (2010), Glaser et al. (2013).
17 63.84% by relative value added, and 61.54% by absolute value added.
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cash flow are reduced. Poor governance weakens the diversification effect on average cash

holdings. Most of these coefficients are not statistically significant. The results suggest that the

average effect of governance on cash holdings is relatively weak.

[Table 6]

Country-level variations

The evidence presented so far suggests that diversification in investment opportunity and

cash flow allows firms to hold less cash. In models where dummy variables representing a firm’s

home country are included, their coefficients from the estimations indicate that some country-

level variables play significant roles in determining corporate liquidity. What are some potential

factors that drive the cross country variations in average cash holdings?

We use import penetration as a proxy of the competition environment faced by companies

in a country. We calculate import penetration as the value of imports divided by the sum of

imports and domestic production. Previous studies (Morrellec et al. (2013), Hoberg et al. (2014))

have shown that product market competitions decrease the firm’s payout to shareholders and

increases corporate cash holdings. This consideration applies to diversified and focused firms alike,

since both operate under the same economic and market conditions. Competition further affects

diversified firms via the diversification effect on cash. With intensive competition, even though

the imperfect correlations between segments smooth the variations in investment opportunity

and cash flow, the firm is less incentivized to reduce cash reserves, because its precautionary

motives are driven more by competition. We test this in hypothesis 4.1.

Our hypothesis 4.1 states that product market competition weakens the diversification

effect on average cash holdings. The accessibility of external sources of financing may also affect

how strong a firm’s precautionary motives are to reserve cash. We use an equity market

development index and a debt market development index in McLean and Zhao (2014) to measure

a firm’s ability to raise capital in the equity and the debt market via “an arm’s length transaction”.

We also include the shareholder protection and legal origin in La Porta et al. (1998). The

shareholder protection variable is a country-level corporate governance measure.

Hypothesis 4.2 states that a firm’s ability to raise external financing through transactions in the

equity and the debt market strengthens the diversification effect on cash holdings.
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[Table 7]

Column 1 of Table 7 includes the interaction terms between import penetration and

correlations in investment opportunity and cash flow. The results suggest that competition has a

significant impact on the diversification effect on cash holdings. With an average import

penetration of 27.77%, a one standard-deviation increase in the correlation in investment

opportunity corresponds to an increase of 0.05% in average cash holdings as a percentage of total

assets, representing an 83.31% reduction in the diversification effect on cash due to import

penetration. Similarly, the effect of a one standard-deviation increase in the correlation in cash

flow on average cash holdings is reduced by 48.37% due to import penetration. These effects are

significant statistically at the 1% level.

Columns 2 and 3 of Table 7 have stock market development and debt market development

interact with the correlations in investment opportunity and cash flow. The coefficients of the

capital market development are positive, and are stable and highly significant in all three

specifications. This is consistent with the story that in countries with developed capital markets

firms build cash by issuing equity or debt securities. The coefficients of the interaction terms

between capital market development and correlations in investment opportunity and cash flow

are positive, suggesting that the accessibility of external financing strengthens the diversification

effect on cash. Interestingly, diversified firms hold less cash only when the capital market

development reaches certain level. The average value of the stock (debt) market development

index is 0.603 (0.583). The overall effects of correlations on cash holdings are positive only when

the capital market development index for the country is above the average. For example, with a

stock market development index of 0.744 (Australia), a one standard-deviation increase in the

correlation in investment opportunity corresponds to an increase of 0.02% in average cash

holdings; with a stock market development index of 0.124 (Indonesia), a one standard-deviation

increase in the correlation in investment opportunity corresponds to a decrease of 0.10% in

average cash holdings. Although the evidence is weak with low statistical significance, it suggests

that the diversification effect on cash holdings is limited by firm’s external financing constraints.
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Product market competitions

The evidence presented in Table 7 regarding product market competition adds to the

growing literature that brings together firm’s strategic operation and cash policy. However,

import penetration of a country does not reflect competition in a particular industry from that

country and is a coarse measure for the product market competitions faced by individual firms.

To further study the impact of competitions on cash holdings and the diversification effect on

cash, we explore other measures that capture firm- and industry-level variations. We calculate

the average price-cost margin18 (PCM) of the industry (at 2-digit SIC code level) where a firm

operates. Each segment of a diversified firm has an industry PCM; the segment sales-weighted

average value is then used for the firm.  As a second measure of competition, we calculate the

Herfindahl – Hirschman Index (HHI) for industries. Again, the HHI is sales-weighted for multi-

segment firms. Appendix A4 presents PCM and HHI for industry groups in each country. Indeed,

for a particular country, there are large cross-industry variations in competitions; for a particular

industry group, there are wide cross-country variations.

Product market competition potentially affects focused and diversified firms in different

ways, because diversified firms operate in two or more different product markets, which may

have different competition intesity. To see how competition affects focused and diversified firms,

we consider a few scenarios in a simple setup. Suppose that there are two product markets M1

and M2 with market competition 1 and 2. Without loss of generality, assume that M1 is

more competitive than M2, that is, 1 > 2. There are two firms, A and B. Firm A is a focused

firm, operating in M1; the firm faces product market competition , where = 1. Firm

B is a diversified firm: one segment, S1, operates in M1, and the other segment, S2, operates in

M2; the segments are equally weighted. Firm-level competition for B is the weighted average of

the competitions faced by its two segments, thus = ( 1 + 2) 2⁄ . The difference in

competition between the two firms is = ( 1 2) 2⁄ . Suppose that the

competitiveness of a product market can be defined by a threshold . A market with

competition greater than the threshold is a competitive market; a market with competition less

than the threshold is an uncompetitive market. Now we can consider three scenarios.

18 The price-cost margin is calculated as the operating income before depreciation and amortization over
sales.
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Scenario 1: > 1 > 2; both markets are uncompetitive. Under this scenario, we

make two conjectures. (1) As firm A faces greater product market competition than firm B, A holds

more cash than B, after controlling for other variables affecting cash. (2) Since predatory

competition is not of concern, firm B’s cash policy is sensitive to its own expected investment

opportunity and cash flow. The diversification effect on cash would be strong.

Scenario 2: 1 > > 2; M1 is competitive, and M2 is uncompetitive. (1) Firm A

holds more cash than B. This is the same as in scenario 1. (2) Firm B’s precautionary motive for

reserving cash is jointly driven by financial and strategic reasons. The cash policy is less sensitive

to expected investment opportunity and cash flow. In addition, the segment S1 facing product

market competition may have the tendency to hoard cash within the division instead of

transferring to S2 even though S2 may have better investment opportunity. Overall, firm B may

enjoy a diversification effect on cash, which is weaker than that in Scenario 1.

Scenario 3: 1 > 2 > ; both markets are competitive. (1) Firm A holds more cash

than B. This is the same as in the first two scenarios. (2) Both segments of firm B face product

market competition, which becomes the main driver for reserving cash. And the segments

compete between each other for internal resources, which impede the operation of an efficient

internal capital market. As a result, the diversification effect on cash would be weak.

Based on the above analysis, the direct relation between product market competition and

cash holdings is associated with firm-level competition that is sourced from all segments. We think

it is a weighted average, rather than the sum, of segment market competitions, because a multi-

segment firm is not solely vested in any single product market. Even if one segment is demolished

by competition, the firm may still go on with the surviving segment. Further, the indirect relation

between product market competition and cash holdings is through the impact that competition

may have on the diversification effect on cash. And that impact depends on the fraction of the

segments in competitive markets. For example, in scenario 1 the fraction is 0, and the

diversification effect is strong; in scenario 2 the fraction is 0.5, and the diversification effect is

weaker; in scenario 3 the fraction is 1, the diversification effect is the weakest. We develop the

two testable hypotheses below:

Hypothesis 5.1 states that firms in competitive product markets hold more cash. Hypothesis 5.2

states that when the fraction of segments that operate in competitive industries is smaller, the
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diversified firm enjoys stronger a diversification effect on cash; a firm enjoys weaker

diversification effect when all or most of its segments operate in competitive industries. This is

assuming that divisions, faced with fierce product market competitions, have the tendency to

hoard resources within their own divisions instead of transferring to other divisions with better

investment opportunities. Also, as the fraction of segments in competitive market increases, the

strategic dimension becomes the stronger driver of the firm’s precautionary motive for reserving

cash.

The results are presented in Table 8. In columns 1 and 2 we measure product market

competition by price-cost margin (PCM). An industry is defined as competitive if the average PCM

in the industry is below the sample median; an industry is uncompetitive if the industry PCM is

above the median. In columns 3 and 4 we measure competition by market concentration, the

Herfindahl – Hirschman Index (HHI). An industry is defined as competitive if the HHI is below the

sample median, and as uncompetitive if the HHI is above the median.

 [Table 8]

We notice some inconsistencies in the results. In columns 1 and 2, an increase in price-cost

margin or a decrease in product market competition corresponds to an increase in average cash

holdings; an increase in fraction of segments in competitive market corresponds to an increase in

average cash holdings. Results in columns 3 and 4 are as expected in hypothesis 5, but are the

opposite of those in columns 1 and 2. In all specifications, these effects are all statistically

significant. A possible explanation comes down to the question whether the measurements of

product market competition are consistent between themselves. Du and Chen (2010) compare

various market competition measures and find that the PCM and concentration measure have

negative correlations and can give opposite suggestions to competition levels.

The results in Table 8 are still interesting in their own rights. Columns 1 and 2 suggest that

firms with high profit margin are able to accumulate more cash. A larger fraction of segments in

high PCM market strengthens the diversification effect on cash, because these firms may not be

so resource constrained, thus have leeway in choosing cash policies. Also, high profit margin can

be an indication of efficiency. It is possible that these firms are able to perform cash management

more efficiently and reduce the holding of costly liquid assets, in light of the diversification in

investment opportunity and cash flow. Columns 3 and 4 lend support to our hypothesis 5.1 that
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firms in competitive product markets (as represented by low market share concentration) hold

more cash. The coefficients of the interaction terms are positive, suggesting firms with more

segments in competitive markets enjoy a stronger diversification effect on cash. The effects are

not statistically significant. To explain this, we think that another force may be at work, besides

what we conjectured in hypothesis 5.2. It is suggested by the popular economic notion that

competition leads to efficiency. Firms in competitive product markets are forced to utilize their

internal resources efficiently and avoid holding excess liquid assets unnecessarily. Here we have

not disentangled these two forces, and the overall impact that competition has on the

diversification effect on cash holdings weakly leans towards the competition-driving-efficiency

story.

VI. Conclusions

The interaction between corporate liquidity, diversification and product market

competition is interesting. Previous studies have documented separately a diversification effect

on cash and a competition effect on cash. We show that these results continue to hold for

international firms. Further, we provide evidence that the diversification on cash is weakly

affected by inter-segment allocation and firm-level governance.

To explain the cross country variations in cash balances, we find that openness of an

economy and foreign competitions weaken the diversification on cash. In countries where firms

face a lot of foreign competitions, firms’ cash policies are less sensitive to the correlations in

investment opportunity and cash flow. Consistent to the convention, our results suggest that

firms’ cash policies are subject to the constraints of external financing conditions. Also, better

country-level investor protection is associated with lower absolute cash ratios.

Another interesting result is that firms with high profit margin are able to accumulate more

cash. The diversification effect is stronger for firms with segments operating in high profit-margin

markets. On the other hand, firms in highly concentrated markets hold less cash, as they

potentially face fewer threats from rivalries. A weakly stronger diversification effect on cash is

found for firms with more segments in competitive (measured by low concentration) markets.
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